
Große Rupertiwinkelrunde

CYCLING TOUR

Usual wavy route profile with a longer climb in a beautiful landscape.

Starting point
Tourist Info Waginger See

Location
Waging by the lake


distance:
83.0 kilometres 

duration:
03:15 hours


maximum altitude:
598 meters 

minimum altitude:
376 meters


altitude difference:
656 ascending 

altitude difference:
656 descending

Directions Tourist Info - cycle path underpass ST 2105 right - roundabout cycle path underpass left - turn right in the 
direction of Steppach - Steppach - Feichten left - at the end of the village turn right along adTS 27 - after Unterstetten turn 
right in the direction of Mehring - Mehring - after the railway underpass turn left in the direction of Teisendorf - at the 
roundabout in the Place Teisendorf - at the end of the town branch right towards Grubenhaus - through the underpass of 
the B304 then right - bach approx. 550 m turn left into the ST 2103 towards Anger - after the hilltop + 2.4 km sharp left 
towards Vachenlueg - Steinhögl - T-junction BGL 10 right towards Ainring - Thundorf - before Ainring T-junction left - 
roundabout 3rd exit - cycle path underpass B 304 left/right - follow the cycle path - adGemeindestraße right - Perach - 
railway underpass right idSalzstraße - turn left and follow Salzstraße - continue to the big Intersection with the ST 2104 
(Freilassing city area) - straight ahead into Lohenstraße - after approx. 900 m turn right twice over the railway - crossroads 
left at Breslauer Straße - after approx. 300 m turn right at Görlitzer Straße - follow the course - T-junction right at 
Liegnitzer Straße - at the B 20 turn left onto the cycle path - Surheim - straight ahead through the Place - Laufen - left in 
the middle of the town (not in the old town!) - after approx. 300 m turn left towards Waging - after approx. 500 m fork 
right towards Waging - on the crest right in the Lindenstraße - Biburg - after approx. 1.5 km T-junction right - after 
approx. 2.6 km turn right towards Kirchanschöring - junction with TS 25 - straight ahead idHipfhamer Straße - Hipfham - 
Fridolfing - in town right/left idTittmoninger Straße - Pietling - after Abtenham junction left idTS 16 - Ramsdorf - T-
junction adST 2105 left - Wiesmühl - in the village right in the direction of Törring - through Törring - at the stud right - 
Tengling in the village left on the cycle path in the direction of Waging - Taching - Waging am See.
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